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Manuals are “typefaces based on slow handwriting, with the wrist
resting on the table, or typefaces in which design is more important
than writing”. In fact it is something of a catchall: Vox also placed in
this category the gothic and uncial typefaces. Blackwell [82] simply
ignores this category altogether.

ATypI later added two more categories to the Vox classification: one for gothic typefaces,
which, by virtue of being in this category, are no longer considered manuals, and one
for non-Latin typefaces.10

The Alessandrini Classification of Typefaces:
Codex 80
In 1979, Jean Alessandrini [30] proposed another classification of typefaces and, most of
all, a new terminology that makes up for some of the deficiencies of Vox’s. Inspired by the
biological classification of animal species, he describes typefaces with a series of qualify-
ing terms that go from the general to the specific. He presents 19 classes, called désigna-
tions préliminaires (preliminary designations); two éventualités (possibilities), which are
modifiers orthogonal to the concept of category; and five lists of additional qualifica-
tions, which he calls listes de renseignements d’appoint (lists of extra information).

What distinguishes Alessandrini is that he invented neologisms for all of Vox’s categories,
his own new categories, and even roman and italic, uppercase and lowercase. His choice
of names such as deltapodes and aliennes (the film Alien had just then come out) is tinged
with humor.

This classification has been roundly criticized by the adherents of the Vox classification.
Nonetheless, we believe that it deserves to be studied just as much as that of Vox. In the
rest of this section, therefore, we describe it in broad strokes.

Here are Alessandrini’s 19 dénominations préliminaires:

1. Simplices

Simplices (plain typefaces) is the name that he gives to sans serif typefaces on the
entirely correct grounds that the name “lineal” refers to lines, whereas, at the end
of the day, all typefaces are made of lines, including those that are not lineals.

10 Which, unfortunately, shows the flagrant Latinocentrism in this venerable institution: there are four
categories for typefaces with serifs, including one just for the humanistic faces, which, after all, represent a his-
torical period of only 20 to 30 years at most, the period of Nicolas Jenson’s glory; but there is only one category
for all the gothic typefaces, from Gutenberg to Ilse Schüler, and—the height of ridicule—only one category for
all the other writing systems of the world! It would have been better to designate three categories for the three
main kinds of gothic typefaces (textura, Fraktur, Schwabacher) and to omit from the classification the other
writing systems, which do, after all, have their own classifications, instead of lumping them all together.
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Simplice Emparecte Emparecte
à congés

Filextre Filextre
à congés

Romaine Gestuelle
calligraphique

Gestuelle
brossée

Onciale Germane

Clavienne Deltapode Deltapode
à congés

Deux graisses d’une transfuge
clavienne-emparecte

Figure 11-5: Alessandrini’s dénominations préliminaires.

2. Emparectes

The word emparectes is derived from the words empattement (“serif”) and rectangu-
laire (“rectangular”). These are the Egyptian typefaces that Vox called “mechanistic”,
with only one difference: Alessandrini specifies that these are typefaces with strictly
rectangular serifs.

3. Emparectes à congés

The term à congés (“with congés”) is borrowed from architecture. It means that there
is an effect of rounding between the downstroke and the serif (see Figure 11-5).

4. Deltapodes

To be deltapode is to have delta-shaped feet. This is a kind of typeface not foreseen by
Vox that has strictly triangular serifs (see Figure 11-5).

5. Deltapodes à congés

The serifs of these deltapodes are rounded (see Figure 11-5). It is difficult to distin-
guish this category from the filextres à congés or the romaines.
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6. Filextres

The word “filextre” comes from “extrémité en forme de fil” (“threadlike extremities”).
This is a politically correct way to refer to the didones (which doubtless would have
been called “bodotes” if Vox had been Italian). These are typefaces with threadlike
serifs (see Figure 11-5).

7. Filextres à congés

These are typefaces whose serifs are very fine but “filled in” (see Figure 11-5).

8. Claviennes

Here Alessandrini really snubs Vox and all the other classifications by lumping all
types of roman typefaces into the same category. Humanistic typefaces, garaldes, and
transitional typefaces—all of them are merely claviennes, whose name comes from
the Latin clavus (for “nail”, as the serifs are shaped like the head of a nail; see Fig-
ure 11-5).

9. Romaines

Alessandrini’s romaines have nothing to do with roman typefaces. They are Vox’s
incised typefaces—in other words, those whose design is inspired by engraving in
marble (see Figure 11-5).

10. Gestuelles calligraphiques

The term gestuelle refers to the scripts based on handwriting carefully executed with
a pen, what we commonly call calligraphic scripts (see Figure 11-5).

11. Gestuelles brossées

Unlike the calligraphiques, the gestuelles brossées are written with a brush and pertain
to everyday handwriting rather than to the work of calligraphers (see Figure 11-5).

12. Onciales

This is practically the only time that Alessandrini does not invent a new term.
Onciales (uncials) are merely the scripts inspired by—uncial handwriting (see Fig-
ure 11-5). This category also includes the scripts that are called “Celtic”.

13. Germanes

The gothic script was “selected” by both the Germans (who call it deutsche Schrift, for
“German script”) and the English (who call it Old English). Just a few centuries ago,
all of Northern Europe still wrote in the gothic script. Right or wrong, Alessandrini
succumbs to the influence of cultural stereotypes and calls gothic typefaces germanes
(see Figure 11-5).

14. Aliennes

Any non-Latin script is an alienne. Just as Latinocentric as ATypI a few years before
him, Alessandrini also assigns all the other scripts of the world to a single category.
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Figure 11-6: Examples of typefaces according to Alessandrini’s classification: a Devana-
gari exotype (Samarkan, from the Titivillus foundry), a square Hebrew exotype (Sefer-
AH, Andreas Höfeld), a Japanese exotype (Faux Japanese, Roger Vershen), a machinale
(ComputerFont, anonymous), an hybride (simplice-emparecte, Dynamo, Karl Sommer), and a
ludique (Caricature, Caricature Zone).

15. Exotypes

An exotype is a Latin typeface that simulates a non-Latin script, usually an East Asian
one. This very amusing sort of typeface is often used in advertising to create a certain
atmosphere and make the reader believe that he is able to read the simulated script
(see Figure 11-6).

16. Machinales

These are typefaces typical of the 1970s that are inspired by the typefaces intended for
optical character recognition that are used on checks and administrative documents.
These typefaces thus symbolize computer science, science fiction, robotics—in short,
all the technological fantasies of that decade (see Figure 11-6). Fortunately, they did
not survive.

17. Ludiques

A ludique is a typeface meant for “entertainment”—any typeface designed to amuse
more than to be read (see Figure 11-6).

18. Hybrides

A typeface is an hybride if it has the characteristics of more than one category. Alessan-
drini’s categories are defined in such a way that an hybride can only be the result of
a deliberate choice by the designer. For example, Dynamo is an hybride combining
elements of simplices and emparectes (see Figure 11-6).
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19. Transfuges

The transfuges (defectors) are another kind of typeface that spans several categories,
but this time the different weights of the typefaces are what cause them to switch
from one class to another. The example given is that of Korinna, whose light weight
is a clavienne whereas its bold weight is an emparecte. We would thus say that Korinna
is a clavienne-emparecte transfuge (see Figure 11-5).

Orthogonally to these 19 categories, we can also employ two qualifications that Alessan-
drini calls éventualités:

1. Diagones

This is the term given to italics and, more generally, to slanted typefaces. We can
speak of mini-diagones, maxi-diagones, or even anti-diagones, according to the degree
of the slope.

2. Stenciliennes

These are stenciled letters, which were also very popular in the 1970s.

Finally, he offers five ways to supplement the information given by the name of the cat-
egory. These are five lists of qualifiers, called listes de renseignements d’appoint:

1. Liste des considérations formelles objectives (“list of objective formal considerations”).

Light, semi-bold, bold, extra-bold, black, tachidé, extended, wide, à section horizon-
tale, à section verticale, beveled, à section emboulée, éclairée, shadowed, in relief,
intaglio, three-dimensional, in perspective, layered, lapidary, à filetage, à circuit, con-
nected, inscribed, for display, woven, shattered, broken, interrupted, juxtaposable,
overlapping, combining, dotted, decorated, illustrative, spiral, swash.

2. Liste des répères historiques (“list of historical reference points”).

Archaic, antique, Merovingian, Carolingian, mediaeval, Renaissance, grand-siècle,
Encyclopedist, consular, imperial, romantic, republican, modern, contemporary,
futuristic.

3. Liste des considérations esthétiques et de style (“list of aesthetic and stylistic considera-
tions”).

Classical, baroque, metropolitan, modern style, cubist, surrealist, informal, optical,
pop, Moorish, Chinese-style, Byzantine, iconic.

4. Liste des considérations formelles subjectives (“list of subjective formal considerations”).

Monotone, mechanical, regular, systematic, laborious, restrained, severe, distinct,
emphatic, heterogeneous, convoluted, busy, overwrought, excessive, expressive,
dramatized, experimental, forward-looking, affected, sophisticated, rhythmical, etc.
This list can be extended as much as one pleases.
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5. Localisations géographiques et précisions originelles (“geographic areas and original as-
pects”).

Geographical origin, either for exotypes or for aliennes.

In addition, he also recommends the name majuscules for the upper case, minuscules for
the lower case, and lecturiennes (characters meant for reading) for body type.

Owing, no doubt, to the many neologisms that it devised and the importance that it
attaches to typefaces from the 1970s, the welcome extended to Codex 80 by intellectuals
in the printing profession has unfortunately been lukewarm. At the time when com-
puter science was coming onto the scene and would definitively change habits within
the profession, Alessandrini sought to rejuvenate a microcosm that is too attached to its
traditions.

For the reader who wishes to pursue in greater depth the study of “noncomputer-based”
classifications of typefaces, let us mention that René Ponot wrote an article, 10 years after
Alessandrini, that summarizes this subject [297]. And the most important work on the
subject is, of course, Aide au choix de la typo-graphie [84], by Gérard Blanchard, which was
published in 2001, three years after his death.

IBM’s Classification of Fonts
IBM’s classification of fonts is used in the OS/2 table of TrueType fonts (under the en-
try sFamilyClass, §D.4.7). It consists of 10 classes, each with its own subclasses.11 Here
they are:

Class 0: No Classification
This category represents the absence of any classification.

Class 1: Old-Style Serifs
“Old-style” refers to the humanistic typefaces and the garaldes. Here are its subcategories:

• Subclass 0: no classification. When no other information that could help us to classify
the font is available. Warning: this is not a catchall to use whenever no subclass is
appropriate. Subclass 15 (“miscellaneous”) serves that purpose.

• Subclass 1: “IBM rounded legibility”. A class meant only for certain bitmap fonts
by IBM.

11 The specification very frequently gives the correspondences between IBM’s subclasses and the entries in
the ISO 9541-1 standard [194], which is a standardized classification of typefaces that is unfortunately of little
interest because it has not been adopted by the industry.


